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Time-Domain Passivity Control of Haptic Interfaces
Blake Hannaford, Senior Member, IEEE, and Jee-Hwan Ryu

Abstract—A patent-pending, energy-based method is presented
for controlling a haptic interface system to ensure stable contact
under a wide variety of operating conditions. System stability
is analyzed in terms of the time-domain definition of passivity.
We define a “Passivity Observer” (PO) which measures energy
flow in and out of one or more subsystems in real-time software.
Active behavior is indicated by a negative value of the PO at any
time. We also define the “Passivity Controller” (PC), an adaptive
dissipative element which, at each time sample, absorbs exactly
the net energy output (if any) measured by the PO. The method is
tested with simulation and implementation in the Excalibur haptic
interface system. Totally stable operation was achieved under
conditions such as stiffness 100 N/mm or time delays of 15 ms.
The PO/PC method requires very little additional computation
and does not require a dynamical model to be identified.
Index Terms—Haptic interface, passivity controller, passivity
observer, time-domain passivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

NE OF the most significant problems in haptic interface
design is to create a control system which simultaneously
is stable (i.e., does not exhibit vibration or divergent behavior)
and gives high fidelity under any operating conditions and
for any virtual environment parameters. A classic engineering
tradeoff is presented since realism of the haptic interface (for
example, in terms of stiffness of “hard” objects) must often be
reduced in order to guarantee totally stable operation. Initial
efforts to solve this problem introduced the “virtual coupling”
between the virtual environment and the haptic device [1], [2].
The virtual coupling is a virtual mechanical system containing
a combination of series and parallel elements interposed
between the haptic interface and the virtual environment to
limit the maximum or minimum impedance presented by the
virtual environment in such a way as to guarantee stability.
Particulars of virtual coupling design depend the causality
of the virtual environment (VE) and the haptic device. By
causality, we refer to the selection of velocity or force as input
and its complement (force or velocity) as output. Possible VE
causalities include impedance-based (position/velocity input,
force output), admittance-based (force input, position/velocity
output), or constraint based (position input/position output). In
the case of an impedance-based environment (typical of many
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implemented systems), a virtual spring and damper in parallel
are typically connected in series between the haptic interface
and the virtual environment. Stability in this case depends
inversely on the stiffness being rendered by the system and the
series stiffness has the effect of setting the maximum stiffness.
Correct selection of the virtual coupling parameters will allow
the highest possible stiffness without introducing instability.
The virtual coupling parameters can be set empirically, but
several previous research projects have sought out a theoretical
design procedure.
Interesting VEs are always nonlinear and the dynamic properties of a human operator are always involved. These factors
make it difficult to analyze haptic systems in terms of known
parameters and linear control theory. One fruitful approach is to
use the idea of passivity to guarantee stable operation. Anderson
and Spong [3] and Neimeyer and Slotine [4] have used passivity
ideas in the related area of stable control of force-feedback teleoperation with time delay. Colgate and Schenkel [5] have used
it to derive fixed parameter virtual couplings (i.e., haptic interface controllers).
Passivity is a sufficient condition for stability which has the
following attractive features:
• uses intuitively attractive energy concepts: a system is passive if and only if the energy flowing in exceeds the energy
flowing out for all time;
• allows a global stability conclusion to be drawn from considering system blocks individually;
• applies to linear and nonlinear systems;
• has shown through experience and some evidence [6] that
it is safe to assume the human operator is passive at frequencies of interest.
The major problem with using passivity for design of haptic
interaction systems is that it is too conservative. In many cases,
performance can be poor if a fixed damping value is used to
guarantee passivity under all operating conditions.
Haptic interfaces share with force feedback teleoperator
systems the interesting property that information and energy
flows in two directions through a single interface between
the human operator and the virtual or real environment. This
property means that ideas from the theory of electrical networks
(or more generally the “general systems theory” of Paynter [7])
can be applied to good effect [8], [4]. The virtual coupling is
one example of such a network.
Adams [9] derived a method of virtual coupling design from
two-port network theory which applied to all causality combinations and was less conservative than passivity based design. They were able to derive optimal virtual coupling parameters using a dynamic model of the haptic device and by satisfying Lewellyn’s “absolute stability criterion,” an inequality
composed of terms in the two-port description of the combined
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haptic interface and virtual coupling system. This procedure
guaranteed a stable and high-performance virtual coupling as
long as the VE was passive. Miller et al. have derived another
design procedure which extends the analysis to nonlinear environments and extracts a damping parameter to guarantee stable
operation [10]–[12].
There are several mechanisms by which a VE or other part
of the system might exhibit active behavior even when it is designed to be passive. These include delays due to numerical integration schemes, quantization [1] and interactions between the
discrete time system, and the continuous time device/human operator [5]. These contributing factors to instability have been
termed “energy leaks” by Gillespie and Cutkosky [13].
Yokokohji et al. [14] studied teleoperation in the presence of
time delay. Their control method exhibited undesirable behavior
in the case of sudden loss of the communication link. They computed an online estimate of energy production/dissipation using
wave variables and used this estimate to disable system operation in the case of instability due to link loss.
In this paper, we will develop analysis and control of instability in complex systems such as haptic interfaces using the
time-domain definition of passivity (see below). We define the
“Passivity Observer” and the “Passivity Controller” and show
how they can be applied to haptic interfaces in place of fixed-parameter virtual couplings. We then study properties of the controller through simulation and experimental evaluation in our
previously described Excalibur system [15], [16].

Fig. 1. One-port and
interface system.

M -port networks representing components of a haptic

and output variables of these elements of haptic interface systems can be measured by the computer, and (1) and (2) can be
computed in real time by appropriate software. This software is
very simple in principle because, at each time step, (1) or (2)
can be evaluated with few mathematical operations.
A. Passivity Observer
The conjugate variables which define power flow in such a
computer system are discrete-time values. We confine our analysis to systems having sampling rate substantially faster than
the dynamics of the haptic device, human operator, and virtual
environment so that the change in force and velocity with each
sample is small. Many haptic interface systems (including our
own, detailed in Section V) have sampling rates of 1000 Hz,
more than ten times the highest significant mode in our system.
Thus, we can easily “instrument” one or more blocks in the
system with the following passivity observer (PO):

II. DEFINITIONS
In this section, we review passivity properties of networks
and define our observer and controller. First, we define the sign
convention for all forces and velocities so that their product is
positive when power enters the system port (Fig. 1). We also
of
assume that the system has initial stored energy at
.
We then use the following widely known definitions of passivity.
Definition 1: The one-port network, , with initial energy
is passive if and only if
storage
(1)
and velocity
.
for admissible force
Equation (1) states that the energy supplied to a passive netfor all time [9], [17],
work must be greater than negative
[18], [19].
, with initial energy
Definition 2: The -port network,
is passive if and only if
storage

(3)
is the sampling period. For an
where
zero initial energy storage, we have

-port network with

(4)
for every , this means the system dissipates
If
, this means the
energy. If there is an instance that
system generates energy and the amount of generated energy is
. When there are multiple interconnected elements,
we might want to observe each one separately in order to determine which ones are active and which are passive.
Example: Let us consider a network of arbitrarily connected
-port elements as shown in Fig. 2. If we define a PO for each
element, and assume zero initial stored energy, we can compute
the total system energy by adding that of each element

(5)
(2)
and velocities
for all admissible forces
.
The elements of a typical haptic interface system include the
VE, the virtual coupling network, the haptic device controller,
the haptic device, and the human operator. Many of the input

(6)

(7)
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(a)

Fig. 2. Example of an arbitrarily connected network system with one open
end. Each block can be either passive or active. Entire system passivity is the
sum of individual blocks.

(8)

(9)
Total energy is

(10)
The total energy determines whether or not the entire network is
passive or active. If each of the individual energies is substituted
into (10), we get the interesting result
(11)
In the previous example, we have left one port unconnected
and the PO for the network reduced to (11), which depends only
. There are three ways that this network can be termion
; 2) short circuit
; and 3)
nated: 1) open circuit
. In all three cases, if we add in
a one-port network
a PO for the last element, the total energy becomes zero for all
possible networks. This is a consequence of Tellegen’s theorem
[20]. When we have one port undefined as we have in (11), we
are observing the behavior of part of a system, in particular, how
much energy flows in or out.
We will refer to a port as “open-ended” when it is connected
as in “3)” above, but the analysis stops at that point. We then
can restate the definition of passivity in the context of a -port
system with multiple subcomponents.
Theorem 1: For any arbitrarily connected network system
with open ends, the amount of dissipated or generated energy
can be calculated using input and output values of the openended port(s) such as

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Series and (b) parallel configurations of PCs for one-port networks.
is an adjustable damping element. Choice of configuration depends on
input/output causality of model underlying the one-port.

system generates energy and the amount of generated energy is
.
B. Passivity Controller
Consider a one-port system which may be active. Depending
on operating conditions and the specifics of the one-port element’s dynamics, the value of the PO may or may not be negative at a particular time. However, if it is negative at any time, we
know that the one-port may then be contributing to instability.
Moreover, we know the exact amount of energy generated and
we can design a time-varying element to dissipate only the required amount of energy. We will call this element a passivity
controller (PC).
The PC takes the form of a dissipative element in a series or
parallel configuration (Fig. 3). Both obey the constitutive equation
(13)
Specifically, for the series connection [Fig. 3(a)]
(14)
and for the parallel case
(15)
For a series PC with impedance causality, we compute in
real time as follows:
is an input.
1)
where
is the output of the
2)
virtual environment.
3)
.
4)

(12)

if
.

for every , this system dissipates enand if
, this
ergy; otherwise, if there is an instance that

5)

output.

(16)
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Note that
can be canceled from (3) and (4) for brevity
and to reduce computation. Thus, we can also express the PO as
(17)
where

We can easily demonstrate that the system computed by (16) is
passive
(18)
Fig. 4. (a) Series and (b) parallel PCs for two-port networks. A PC on only
one of the ports is sufficient.

using (20)
(19)
using (16),
We may have an application in which the load applied to the
one-port can be counted on to dissipate energy, for example, the
load may be
We can similarly derive the case of admittance causality with
a parallel PC.
is an input.
1)
where
is the admittance of
2)
the virtual environment.
3)

(23)
In this case, we may wish to replace zero on the right-hand
side of (16) or (20) with a negative value such as
for impedance causality (16)
(24)
for admittance causality (20).

4)
if

(20)
.

5)
output
We can also write the PO as
(21)
which gives the following passivity proof:

The PC design for the two-port network (Fig. 4) is a straightforward extension of (16)–(20). The PC for the two-port may be
placed at either port.
When there are multiple elements (blocks) in a network (such
as in Fig. 5), we can add a single PC to regulate energy production of the combined, open-ended system. In general, either
velocity or force causality will be determined by the system architecture at the input port. As with the one-port, the causality
determines whether a series or shunt PC is used. The PC should
be placed at the input port in the selected configuration. Then,
the system can be treated exactly as with the one-port element:
1) solve the network to obtain the output variable (force for
impedance causality, velocity for admittance);
2) update the PO and compute the PC according to (16) or
(20);
3) compute and return the modified output variable.
III. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

(22)

We have described two implementations of the PC, the series (velocity conserving) and parallel (force conserving) controllers. In the next paragraph we suggest some performance
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Fig. 6. Simple virtual wall model for simulation testing of PO/PC.

Fig. 5. (a) Series and (b) parallel PCs for network systems.

limitations and issues that arise in the series PC. The same issues arise in dual form in the parallel controller, but these will
not be described in detail to save space.
A potential problem which may occur with the series PC is
that the forces required to dissipate the generated energy may
exceed the actuator limits. This is especially true if velocity happens to be small. A related problem is that, due to the wellknown difficulties of computing a noise-free velocity signal, we
might want to limit the value of to avoid “magnifying noise.”
For these reasons, we may want to limit the magnitude of the
force generated by the series PC, limit the maximum value of
, or both. In this case, the PC may not be able to dissipate all
of the energy supplied by a subnetwork in one sample time. The
excess energy must be stored in the system for the next sample
time. We explore this issue in the experimental section below.
IV. SIMULATION EXAMPLES
In this section, we will illustrate the operation of the PO and
PC with simulation of a simple virtual wall with impedance
causality (velocity in, force out). Two separate simulations, one
in Matlab/simulink, and one in a C program using trapezoidal integration, were used. The wall consists of a first-order, penaltybased, spring damper model (Fig. 6) executed at 1000 Hz. We
can easily create active behavior of this system by setting the
damping parameter, , to a negative value. The wall generates
. In our simulation, the wall is probed
forces only when
by a point following a sinusoidal velocity trajectory [Fig. 7(a)].
N/m,
Ns/m, Fig. 7(b)],
With positive damping [
the PO value increases with time although not monotonically.
When the damping parameter is changed to a negative value
Ns/m, Fig. 7(c)], the PO value returns after each
[
“bounce” to a more negative value, indicating the active beNs/m and
havior of the environment. Finally, with
both PO and series PC [Fig. 7(d)], the value of the PO is constrained to be greater than zero and the amplitude of the bounces
stays constant.
The second simulation is of a basic haptic interface system
(Fig. 8) consisting of the human operator (HO), the haptic interface (HI), the PC, and the virtual environment (VE). Note

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 7. Simulation response for simple virtual wall system. When driven by:
(a) a sinusoidal velocity profile, (b) system dissipates energy when damping
is positive and (c) generates energy when damping is negative. When wall
damping is still negative and passivity controller is operating, (d) dissipation is
constrained to be positive and the system is stable.

Fig. 8. More detailed simulation model of a complete haptic interface system
and passivity controller. System blocks are (left to right) human operator, haptic
interface, passivity controller ( ), and virtual environment.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

(d)

Fig. 9. Simulated response of haptic interface model (Fig. 8). Passivity
controller is not operating (bottom trace) and system is unstable. (a) Position.
(b) Force. (c) Energy. (d) Passivity control force.

that the series PC appears in Fig. 8 to be connected in parallel,
but this is an artifact of switching to block diagram notation for
the connections between the HI, PC, and VE. The VE includes
a spring constant of 30 kN/m and operates at a relatively slow
sampling rate of 66.67 Hz (15 ms). We set up the PO to monitor
only the virtual environment and the PC. We also assume that
the HI has a positive damping value, . Thus, we do not want to
control passivity to zero, but rather to a negative value

(25)

if

if
where

Fig. 10. Simulation of haptic interface system (Fig. 8) with passivity
controller enabled. Passivity controller operates briefly (bottom trace) to damp
out oscillations and constrain energy dissipation to be positive. (a) Position. (b)
Force. (c) Energy. (d) Passivity control force.

Without the PC, the system is highly unstable when driven to
contact (Fig. 9). With the added PC, the system achieves stable
contact after about 3 bounces (Fig. 10), which complete in about
0.5 s. Note however, that PC force is about 350 N for the first
bounce.
V. EXPERIMENT
Finally, we implemented the PO and PC in our Excalibur
three-axis, high force output, haptic interface system [15], [9]
in the laboratory. This system consists of the following elements (Fig. 11): human operator (HO), haptic interface (HI),
haptic controller (HC) having feedforward gravity compensation and friction compensation, the PC, and the virtual environment (VE). This system is entirely synchronous at 1000 Hz. The
HI senses position in 0.1-mm increments, and can display up to
300
200-mm workspace. The
200 N force inside a 300
force resolution is 0.096 N. The virtual environment consisted
of virtual Lego-like blocks.
A. Contact With High Stiffness

(26)

In this experiment, the PO accounted for energy flow in the
HC, PC, and VE. We also assumed significant dissipation in the
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Block diagram of experimental test system. An additional block (center) shows friction and gravity compensation elements.

=

Fig. 12. Experimental results: contact with virtual environment (stiffness 90
kN/m). Passivity controller is inactive and te system exhibits sustained contact
oscillations. (a) Position. (b) Force. (c) Energy. (d) Passivity control force.

HO and HI (
Ns/m) and so used a nonzero threshold
for the PC. In the first experiment, without the PC, the operkN/m) at about 200
ator approached the virtual object (
mm/s [Fig. 12(a)]. Contact was unstable, resulting in an oscillation observable as force pulses [Fig. 12(b)], the value of the
PO [Fig. 12(c)] was initially positive, but grew more and more
negative with each contact. Interestingly, the initial bounce was
passive, but the subsequent smaller bounces were active.
In the second experiment, with the PC turned on, the operator
approached contact at the same velocity [Fig. 13(a)], but stable
contact was achieved with about 6 bounces [Fig. 13(b)]. Again
the first bounce can be seen to behave passively, but subsequent
smaller bounces were active [Fig. 13(c)]. On the fourth bounce,

Fig. 13. Experimental results: contact with same virtual environment as in
Fig. 12 with passivity controller operating. Oscillation is suppressed by brief
pulses of force from the PC (bottom trace). Note that the initial “bounce”
behaved passively, but subsequent smaller bounces were active. (a) Position.
(b) Force. (c) Energy. (d) Passivity control force.

the PC began to operate [Fig. 13(d)], and eliminated the oscillation. The PC force was less than 40 N, well within our actuator
capabilities. However, in some cases PC force may add to other
forces so we cannot tell from this alone whether or not actuator
saturation occurred.
B. Control Force Limit
In the next experiment, we study the effect of limiting
PC force to 20 N. The result is almost the same (Fig. 14)
with some slightly longer pulses observed in the PC output
[Fig. 14(d)] and some positive forces observed at the end of the
PC output.
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Fig. 14. Experimental results: same conditions as for Fig. 12, but the passivity
controller force is limited to 20 N. System is stable despite imposing a force
limit to represent actuator saturation. (a) Position. (b) Force. (c) Energy. (d)
Passivity control force.
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Fig. 15. Experimental results: stiffness reduced to 30 kN/m, but virtual
environment slowed down to 67 Hz instead of 1000 Hz. Passivity controller is
off and the system is highly unstable. (a) Position. (b) Force. (c) Energy. (d)
Passivity control force.

VI. DISCUSSION
C. Delayed Environment
One of the most challenging problems for further application
of haptics is application to slow computing environments. These
slow VEs are characteristic of complex simulations such as deformable objects for surgery or macro-molecular dynamics. We
modified the basic Excalibur system to artificially slow down
the VE to a rate of 66.67 Hz. The output force value of the simulation was held constant for 15 samples and then replaced with
the new force value based on its input 15 samples prior. Environment stiffness was set to 30 kN/m.
Without PC, the result is a very unstable system (Fig. 15).
The sampling delay due to the slow VE is visible in the shape of
the force pulses which are as high as 200 N [Fig. 15(b)]. With
PC, the contact was stabilized within a single bounce (Fig. 16).
The contact force [Fig. 16(b)] is limited to a single pulse which
tapers exponentially during about 1 s. The value of the PO
[Fig. 16(c), note change in scale] consists of a single positive
peak and is constrained to positive. The passivity control output
[Fig. 16(d)] consists of a single large pulse, followed by a
noise-like signal during the exponential decay of force (
0.8 s to 1.2 s). The noisy behavior of the PC coincides with a
0.8–1.2 s].
period of low velocity [Fig. 16(a),

The haptic controller of the Excalibur system contains two
features which are illustrated by our analysis. First, the controller compensates for gravity by adding a force in the positive direction equal to the weight of the -axis moving parts.
This force component is constant and independent of the applied velocity, so it could be active or passive depending on the
applied velocity. The gravity compensator will be passive over
any closed trajectory in .
The second component is a Coulomb friction component

(27)
Clearly the Coulomb friction compensation term is active.
Applying POs at several points around our Excalibur system
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operate until a corresponding amount of active behavior is observed. Theoretically, this is not a problem since even though the
interaction may act unstable initially, the amount of instability
will be bounded by the accumulated dissipation. Nevertheless,
as a practical matter the amount of active behavior observed may
exceed what is desired. One possibility we are exploring is “resetting” in which we derive heuristic rules for resetting the value
of the PO to zero. These rules might, for example, detect a free
motion state. However, such heuristics need to be experimentally tested in a wide variety of virtual environments.
Additional issues we described and tested were the performance of the system with limits imposed on the PC and sensitivity to low values of velocity. A patent application is pending
on this technology.
VII. FUTURE WORK

Fig. 16. Experimental results: same conditions as Fig. 15, but passivity
controller is enabled. System now achieves stable, steady-state, contact. (a)
Position. (b) Force. (c) Energy. (d) Passivity control force.

confirmed this analysis and showed that active behavior observed in Fig. 12 was primarily due to the friction compensation
module.
The PC has several desirable properties for applications including haptic interface control. The PO and PC can both be
implemented with simple software in existing haptic interface
systems. The stability can be proven, yet it is not a fixed parameter design based on a worst case analysis. Thus, to maintain
stability, the PC only degrades performance (through the added
damping of the PC) when it is needed, and only in the amount
needed.
Energy storage elements in the system do not have to be
modeled, only dissipation. Dissipation in the elements outside
the PO needs to be identified for optimum performance. However, the added performance due to modeling external dissipation [i.e., (24)] appears to be small. Thus, the PC can be very
useful without any parameter estimation at all.
Nevertheless, the method has some limitations which we considered in advance or which become apparent in experimental
testing. First, there are important cases in which virtual environments have very different behavior in different locations. Consider an environment which is very dissipative in location and
active in location . If the user spends a lot of time interacting
at , the PO may build up a large positive value. Then, if the
user moves over and interacts with location , the PC will not

In addition to resetting, there are several areas of future work
which we will pursue. First, we identified issues associated with
operation of the PC during periods of low velocity (series) or
low force (parallel). We are studying a hybrid form of PC which
includes both series and parallel dissipative elements and selects
the most appropriate one for the operating conditions.
A second issue is the identification of the dissipation constant
[ in (24)] for the human operator and haptic interface mechanism. We intend to study ways of automatically estimating this
parameter during operation.
A third issue is sensitivity to noise in the velocity estimate
used in the controller. This is evident in Fig. 16 when the velocity is near zero. Under these conditions, the user feels and
hears some vibration for about one half second. Current work is
studying a method for eliminating this phenomenon.
Finally, the benefits of the PO/PC may apply to other types of
control systems such as motion control systems. We will study
the possible applications of the PO/PC to increase the reliability
and safety of this type of system.
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